Both researchers and policy-making organizations have identified electronic prescribing (e-prescribing) systems as a means to improve quality in healthcare delivery. However, there are documented risks involved in integrating such clinical systems into healthcare processes. These risks generally fall into two categories. First, new technologies may not accomplish what they are designed to do. Second, introduction of new technologies may lead to unintended consequences such as patient harm or misused resources. To determine whether they work as expected and without incurring risk, people and institutions implementing e-prescribing should evaluate their systems in the context of pre-existing processes.

The current issue of the Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association (JAMIA) includes five articles that evaluate e-prescribing tools or related clinical workflows. These papers include a detailed prescription workflow analysis, a study of the diffusion of drug withdrawal knowledge to reference texts, and three studies that evaluate the impact of various forms of medication-related decision support, including adverse drug event monitoring. Taken together, the JAMIA papers illustrate a variety of methodological approaches to evaluation, and demonstrate some of the challenges related to evaluating e-prescribing.

The major reason to evaluate e-prescribing systems is to determine how their use improves or impairs clinical and pre-existing processes. Researchers and policy-making organizations have identified electronic prescribing (e-prescribing) systems as a means to improve quality in healthcare delivery. However, there are documented risks involved in integrating such clinical systems into healthcare processes. These risks generally fall into two categories. First, new technologies may not accomplish what they are designed to do. Second, introduction of new technologies may lead to unintended consequences such as patient harm or misused resources. To determine whether they work as expected and without incurring risk, people and institutions implementing e-prescribing should evaluate their systems in the context of pre-existing processes.

The current issue of the Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association (JAMIA) includes five articles that evaluate e-prescribing tools or related clinical workflows. These papers include a detailed prescription workflow analysis, a study of the diffusion of drug withdrawal knowledge to reference texts, and three studies that evaluate the impact of various forms of medication-related decision support, including adverse drug event monitoring. Taken together, the JAMIA papers illustrate a variety of methodological approaches to evaluation, and demonstrate some of the challenges related to evaluating e-prescribing.

The major reason to evaluate e-prescribing systems is to determine how their use improves or impairs clinical and process-related outcomes. Evaluators of such systems have a palette of study methodologies from which to choose. For example, they may simply observe and describe past or current prescribing conditions. Alternatively, they may introduce a prospective intervention into a clinical environment and measure the impact of the change. Investigators generally select a study design methodology based on its ability and relevance to demonstrating associations between one or more factors and an outcome of interest. For example, one design may be preferred over another based on how well it can validate reduced medication error rates for e-prescribing systems. Randomized, prospective controlled trials are often considered the most definitive methodology for demonstrating such associations. By contrast, individual case reports documenting observations from one site may do little to convince skeptics that an association exists.

Prospective controlled trials allow investigators to distribute subjects into two or more study groups and to control, artificially, a single factor, varying it from group to group. Investigators then measure differences among the groups and draw conclusions based on observed similarities or differences. In case reports, investigators describe in retrospect a single observation (“case”) that “occurred in the real world” and then speculate about general lessons learned from the case. There also exist hybrid, or “quasi-experimental”, methods for evaluating observed events. Such methods, which include case-controlled studies and time series analyses, permit investigators to apply robust statistical algorithms to study the impact of naturally occurring changes or events on populations.

Prospective controlled study designs, while ideal for showing associations and causality, are challenging to implement in clinical informatics. The e-prescribing-related manuscripts in the current issue of JAMIA illustrate three important challenges to conducting such studies. Investigators should strive 1) to understand and articulate the nature of the intervention as actually implemented; 2) to define the most appropriate unit of study and analysis; and, 3) to randomize subjects in a manner that takes workflow considerations into account. The validity and generalizability of informatics evaluations result from careful attention paid to selecting and implementing appropriate analytical methods. This discussion will use the term “factor” to refer to any attribute of an e-prescribing system, of a workflow, or of an individual subject that might reasonably influence an observed outcome.

The first challenge in evaluating e-prescribing (and other clinical informatics) systems involves identification of a specific factor that differs among study groups, and whose variation is expected to correlate with important study outcomes—i.e., whether measurable data can support a relationship between an isolated factor and a measurable outcome. To establish that observed differences are solely due to the individual factor under study, investigators must ensure that the only difference among study groups is the factor in question. However, in clinical settings where the intervention is an informatics (e.g., e-prescribing) system, isolating the effect of one specific factor in the study from
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of study, as defined above. As Johnson and Fitzhenry describe in the current issue of JAMIA, processes surrounding e-prescribing workflows involve many people who have different clinical roles. The presence of complex workflows can increase the chance that an individual study subject will crossover from one study group to others, and thus be exposed to different experimental conditions. Crossing over can reduce differences in observed results among study groups. To mediate against this risk, studies of e-prescribing systems should attempt to randomize subjects by defining the unit of study based on workflow considerations. The current manuscript by Judge and colleagues provides a good example of how this can be done. In that study, three intact, self-contained long-term care facility patient units were randomly assigned to receive decision support messages during order entry, while four control units received no such messages. Randomizing by entire ward likely decreased the risk that individual study subjects crossed from an intervention group into a control group, or vice versa. For cases where certain care-team members work in multiple units, it may make more sense to randomize using even larger blocks, such as entire facilities.

Designing and conducting prospective comparative and controlled studies should be a goal for all informatics evaluators. However, this is not always easily feasible. In cases where such trials are not practical, investigators may turn to observational methods that can also produce reasonable conclusions. Observational studies, also called descriptive studies, chronicle existing environments and systems. The main goal of such studies is to describe in detail phenomena as they exist and evolve as the result of natural, as opposed to experimental, factors. Such studies allow the investigator to evaluate factors that may contribute to observable outcomes without introducing external changes for the sake of testing a hypothesis. In that sense, observational studies record “real-world” events as they unfold over time. Investigators may use observational study designs to detail workflow processes, to compare the impact of different environmental conditions among groups, and to record individuals’ subjective impressions.

Observational methods allow investigators to scrutinize single or multiple cases as examples of a given phenomenon; they can also provide insight into the environment in which phenomena of interest occur. Such methodologies include case reports, case series, cross sectional studies, workflow analyses, and qualitative evaluations such as surveys. For example, in the current issue of JAMIA, Johnson and Fitzhenry provide a series of in-depth workflow analyses outlining the processes healthcare providers follow in generating prescriptions. Likewise, Strayer and colleagues report on the time required for diffusion of new knowledge to various pharmacological reference texts and electronic resources. Both studies illustrate the rich detail that can be acquired using observational methods. For each report, a description of study conditions when randomized into study groups. Investigators randomly assign subjects to study groups with the goal of increasing the likelihood that each group has a uniform composition before being subjected to the study conditions. Random assignment accomplishes this goal by evenly distributing among study groups all factors that may impact the outcome under investigation. For example, random assignment in a study evaluating the impact of e-prescribing on prescribing errors would be expected to create several study groups, each with an equivalent number of subjects who are comfortable using computers, who represent various clinical roles, and whose ages fall within similar ranges. Investigators typically randomize based on the unit
confounded by unmeasured factors, they nonetheless provide useful information.

Healthcare informatics evaluation studies measure the influence of providing information on clinical outcomes. Among the many available methods and study designs, a small number are best suited to a given specific research task. Investigators should select the most robust, reproducible methodology for demonstrating associations between information-system-related interventions and clinical outcomes. They must further ensure that the chosen methodology is correctly applied to data collection and analysis. Informaticians must conduct carefully thought out and scientifically objective evaluations to prove that their systems neither cause harm (per "primum non nocere," often included in the modern Hippocratic Oath) nor waste resources unnecessarily.
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